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Message From the Lake District Trustees
Dear Lake Delhi Property Owners and Supporters:
We felt it time again to give everyone an overview and update on the key areas and initiatives since our last written
update.
First, we want to thank Charlie and Mary Cunliffe for taking the time to express the Lake Delhi way of life in the
“We Will Be Back: The Lake Delhi Story” that premiered
on June 18th. I think it goes without saying, but the movie
brought back many great memories of spending time at
Lake Delhi and some not so great memories of the flood of
2010 including the breach of the Dam. Our Lake Delhi
community is indebted to the work that Charlie and Mary
did to represent what Lake Delhi means to all of us and we
sincerely appreciate it. In case if you, family or friends
missed it, you can purchase DVD copies of the movie at
www.lakedelhiwewillbeback.com.
Second, we want to thank the Community Fund to Rebuild
Lake Delhi team for hosting a great event that so many of
you attended at Pin Oaks the evening of May 18th. The turn
-out was estimated to be over 300 and for those who were
able to attend we hope you walked away with additional
information that covered a variety of topics. For those who
couldn’t attend, the highlights of the evening event were:
· Recognized Charlie and Mary Cunliffe for the Movie. They
shared additional footage not seen in the movie along with
recognizing a couple of folks who went above and beyond in
helping make the movie.
· We had an opportunity to recognize many special guests: Maquoketa Valley School District, Chamber of Commerce,
Good to Great Committee, Delaware Economic Development, Area Businesses, DNR, Delaware County Officials
and former and current State Legislators.
· An opportunity to share with everyone some of the events that
occurred since the breach of the Dam to share with you how

busy we all have been as a community to keep our lake
restoration efforts moving. (See attached Timeline on
Page 9). As you review, not all events or actions were
given as we tried to keep it at a high level.
· Our hired consulting firm and head Dam engineer were
able to attend and gave an overview on where we are at
in the Design stages, permitting process, and also
shared a few 3D images of what the Dam/Spillway will
look like. (See attached)
· The Community Fund to rebuild Lake Delhi reviewed our
current efforts for private fund raising and also recognized multiple parties for their participation. They delivered a very important message that we still need to
raise funds to raise to assist with the full restoration of
the Lake other than just simply the Dam and Spillway.
· The announcement of the Lake Delhi Voice: A newsletter
from the Lake Delhi Taxing District and Community.
The newsletter you are reading now.
· Reviewed the Manchester Whitewater Park attraction details that our neighboring community in Manchester is
hoping to get started on in the near future. This will be
a great addition to the Maquoketa River and will bring
additional economic and recreational value to our regional community.
· Abigail Frerichs entertained us with her musical talents
and sang the famous “Dare you to move” which is so
inspirational and fitting for our efforts. Thank you
Abby!

Dam Reconstruction / Lake Restoration Update:
• The Trustees are focused on getting permits and the
work required to get the permits:
As you all know from our previous updates, much of
the work for Phase I cannot commence until the actual
federal permits are issued from the Federal Government/Agencies. Essentially, the process was going as
expected with the United States Corps of Engineers
(USACE) earlier this Spring. USACE, at that time,
was the lead federal agency. However, since FEMA
could be a financial contributor in grant reimbursements to the District, FEMA has now taken the lead.
Since FEMA is catching up on what the USACE and
Iowa DNR have done in the permitting world, this has
impacted the timeline for granting permits from the
USACE and Iowa DNR as well as Phase I and II construction efforts. Although FEMA has no regulatory
authority in issuing permits, they do have the authority
to review all construction tasks, as well as environmental and historical aspects of Lake Delhi. Due to
this unforeseen turn of events where FEMA has taken
over as the lead federal agency, the Trustee FEMA
team, Stanley consultants, our Lobbyists, and our
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Iowa Homeland Security team have worked tirelessly to
provide additional information for FEMA to keep things
moving forward as quickly as possible.
As you can probably imagine, each federal agency involved in this process brings with its own methodologies,
requirements, input, and timelines that it will work within.
We continue to support any additional requests that FEMA
and other federal groups have and continue to advocate for
quick responses. In the meantime, we continue to work simultaneously in other key areas such as the Phase II design
work which is very near to completion. Once complete and
reviewed, we can start the process for submitting a request
for a required permit by the Iowa DNR. (As a reminder we
didn’t need a permit Phase I from the DNR but we do for
work relating to Phase II.) This application for permit will
include not only the full design details of the Dam reconstruction and new spillway, but also a comprehensive operating plan for the facility and Emergency action plan of
which are all required to get a permit from the DNR. In
addition to Phase II designs, we will continue to adapt our
bid package for Phase I work so that we can start construction once we get the go ahead to do so.
We appreciate your support as we work through the evolving processes to keep things moving forward.
• Lake Bed Restoration: The Lake Bed needs to be ready to
have water replaced. Significant effort to have the Lake
bed ready for water needs to be at the top of the list of
every community member. This could include removal of
silt, sand, clean-up of weeds and trees, docks, lifts, stumps,
etc. This will take a concerted effort by all to make this
happen. Please take the time to get engaged and work with
your neighbors. Pay special attention to growing Willow
Tree’s as these need to be removed. Please call your Trustee’s or DNR for any additional questions.
• Water Quality: Letters/Surveys have been sent to all Lake
Delhi residents in cooperation with the Delaware County
Sanitation Department. A sincere thank you to all of you
who responded timely to this request. If you’re one of
those folks who didn’t get the letter/survey or put it off for
whatever reason, please don’t delay! Please contact Dennis
Lyons at the County Sanitation Department at Ph: 563-9275925
· Property Transfer from the LDRA to the District: The
District Trustees are in the final stages of working with the
LDRA Board members on the last details of the transfer of
property. Once complete, we will share with you the final
outcome.

· Stay engaged and educated: The Trustees meet the
third Thursday of each month and we often times call
for special meetings to keep the momentum moving as
quickly as possible. Please come and get involved as
each of us plays a role in the recovery process.

The Combined Lake Delhi Recreational Facility and Water Quality District Trustee’s:
Steve Leonard: President, Trustee
Larry Burger: VP, Trustee
Mary Kray: Secretary, Trustee
Laurie Kramer: Treasurer, Trustee
Bruce Schneider: Trustee
Lamont Davidson: Trustee
Larry Peter: Trustee
Contact us:
Website: www.LakeDelhi.org
Email: LakeDelhiTrustees@LakeDelhi.org

Rendering Image of the future dam at Lake Delhi—
view is from down river looking at back side of dam

Lake Delhi Feature Family Story
“The McNamara’s” by Mary Kay McNamara
The McNamara Family: Ron and Mary Kay McNamara,
Clair, Ryan and Megan

Ron and I started dating while he was living in a
rented cabin up at The Cedars in 1984. He had been
coming over to Delhi for a couple of years with other
friends from Oelwein. I fell in love, not only with
him, but with the lake. When we decided to get
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married we thought about moving off the lake. That
didn’t happen! We couldn’t picture the future without
the lake. We rented until we bought in 1988. It was
just a chalet style summer cottage, 24 x 28, one bedroom in the loft and one wall heater. Over the next 10
years it became very crowded as we were blessed with
two children in the early 90’s, Clair and Ryan.
We had been dreaming of building a home with a real
furnace instead of a water heater. So, in 1996, we
started planning. Ron’s mom drew the blueprints we
would use on the back of a legal tablet. That fall our
logs arrived from Missouri. In early spring, we started
all the prep needed and moved into the same cabin up

speech every week. After that the floor is open. The
stress never hangs around when you are on the deck, in
the boat or playing on the lake.
We have had guests from coast to coast. Before 2010,
we had friends and relatives that would “reserve” the
parking spot and the weekend to come and stay. We
have even had people stay when we had to go out of
town for a wedding or funeral.
We have seen a lot of changes since 1984. We’ve had
neighbors come and go, watched kids grow up and
move on. They used to come back and visit but without
a lake we sure don’t see very many of them. I do believe when the lake is back the young people will be
bringing their friends back also.
I can’t imagine living anywhere else. The lake pulls
something out of you and replaces is with the love of the
water, the peacefulness, the color, laughter and the
breeze in your face on a fast boat ride. We were meant
to be here in God’s own river valley…Lake Delhi…
truly a slice of paradise here on earth.

What the Heck Is It? CONTEST

The McNamara Family on Lake Delhi
in The Cedars. On April 25th we started to tear down
and on May 5th we laid the first log. We built our
dream home with the help of family and friends. We
finished moving on Halloween Day, 1997. Our youngest daughter, Megan, was born on Halloween Day,
1998!
I hardly know where to begin sharing memories of the
Lake. We had that little house so full at different
times….. one Saturday morning we had 17 showers
and five loads of wash done by noon! The yard looked
like a campground and the neighbors in the lane would
stop by wondering if we had another project going.
We are always improving on something.
In the later years we started the “Stress Reduction
Seminars”. It is held on Fridays starting at 4:00 p.m.
All are welcome. I am the first speaker with the same

If you can successfully identify what this mystery thing
is in the photo below, submit your email answer to
LakeDelhiTrustees@LakeDelhi.org by or before the end
of the day July 5th, 2013, and then be the one lucky
winner drawn from all the correct responses — you will
win a Lake Delhi T-Shirt of your choice in style and
size!!! Good Luck!!! Put “What the Heck Is It Contest”
in the Subject of your Email and put your answer in the
body of the email along with your contact information.
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Special Photo of the Month:
Picture of Lake Delhi Pre-2010 or this
month in 2013?
No, this can’t be a new photo from June 2013 at
Lake Delhi, can it? Oh yes it can and it is. This
photo taken by Brian Hughes from the shoreline
by the Hughes’ Cabin in Clair View Acres on
June 2, 2013 shows the water level at or just
above normal lake pool level at this location during flooding and high water in the Lake Delhi and
Manchester area. Pictured is Josh Hughes looking completely bewildered, concerned, and maybe
a little bit excited) by the site of a full Lake
Delhi…. “Hmmm, I wonder if we could get the
ski boat out?”
Please submit your special and interesting photo to us and we may include it in the newsletter. Submit your photo to
LakeDelhiTrustees@LakeDelhi.org along with a description/explanation/story of the photo.

Calendar of Events:
June 20, 2013—Lake Taxing District Trustee Public
Meeting 6:30 pm Maq Valley Middle School Conf Rm
June 29, 2013—Hartwick Huskys Learn to Ski day: 12
noon (info: www.harwickhuskies.com)
June 29, 2013—Hartwick Huskys Home Show 6 pm
Also, the Delaware County Auditor’s Office will be open
from 10:00 AM until 2:00 for voter registration and absentee voting.
July 7, 2013—Hartwick Huskys Home Show 2 pm
July 13, 2013—Lake Delhi Water Quality Team Meeting
9 am (Heritage Bank conf room in Delhi)
July 16, 2013—Lake Delhi Trustee Election Voting Day,
polls open 12 noon—8 pm
July 18, 2013—Lake Taxing District Trustee Public
Meeting 6:30 pm Maq Valley Middle School Conf Rm
July 21, 2013—Hartwick Huskys Home Show 2 pm
July 27, 2013—Delhi Days
Please submit events or meetings to us to ensure we have
a complete calendar for people to see—just email to
LakeDelhiTrustees@LakeDelhi.org and put “Newsletter
Calendar Event” in the Subject of your email with information about the event/meeting.

Lake Delhi Taxing District
Trustee Election Information
There are 2 Trustee positions that are being filled by
this election, and you will vote for 2 of the candidates
on the ballot. You can vote at the voting location on
the day of the election 7/16/13, or you can vote by Absentee ballot from now until July 5th before the election. See the Election public announcement letter at:
http://www.co.delaware.ia.us/election_docs/special/
Lake%20Election%202013/PUBLIC%20NOTICE.pdf
Voting Via Absentee Ballot: If you are already registered to vote in Delaware County, then all you need to
do is fill out and mail in an Absentee Ballot Request
Form which you can access and print off at: http://
sos.iowa.gov/elections/pdf/absenteeballotapp.pdf. If
you are not registered to vote in Delaware County,
then you just need to fill out and mail in both the
IOWA Voter Registration Form (http://sos.iowa.gov/
elections/pdf/voteapp.pdf) and the Absentee Ballot
Request Form. Mail the forms to: County Auditor
301 E. Main St. Manchester, IA 52057
Voting the day of the election on 7/16: the voting
location is at the Delhi Community Center at 316
Franklin Street, Delhi, IA; voting hours Noon—8 pm.
Trustee Candidate Information on Pages 5-7
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Lake Trustee Election Candidate Information

Lake Delhi is maintained.

The Lake Taxing District Trustees developed a list of questions and asked each of the candidates to answer the ques- What will you do as a Trustee to encourage these
goals?
tions. This information is being provided to you here no
I will continue to work as a team player with the other
particular order.
District Trustees, while maintaining an objective view.
Email address: ladavid@iowatelecom.net
Candidates on ballot - listed alphabetically by last name:
Phone Number: 563-922-3045
Lamont Davidson
David Fry
Todd Gifford
Todd Gifford
Lake Delhi Neighborhood:
Rich Hughes
Turtle Creek Camp
David Spaw
Why do you want to get elected to
be a Trustee?
Lamont Davidson
Although I have put in hundreds of
Lake Delhi Neighborhood:
volunteer hours for Lake Delhi by lobHartwick Lake Club South (the former
bying and presenting to State LegislaSki Show site)
tors/County officials, raising money
Why do you want to get elected to be
for the Community Fund to Rebuild
a Trustee?
Lake Delhi, helping with lake bed and property clean up,
Having served this last year as an
organizing fund raising events, attending and holding
elected Lake Delhi Trustee, I would
countless Lake Delhi meetings --- I would like to bring
appreciate your support for re-election.
my vision, passion, abilities, and action orientation to a
The Trustees and myself have accomplished many tasks on Trustee position in order to get Lake Delhi restored as
the path to dam reconstruction, however there is more work quickly as possible as well as develop the best Lake
to be done and I want to see it through completion.
Delhi future possible in all aspects.
What experience’s or background do you have that
What experience’s or background do you have that
residents should know about? i.e.; number of years on
residents should know about? i.e.; number of years on
the lake, organizations and issues you’ve been involved the lake, organizations and issues you’ve been inwith in the past.
volved with in the past.
Fourteen years ago, my wife Wanda & I moved to Lake
· Co-founder of the Lake Delhi Watershed Committee
Delhi full time and have enjoyed it since the early 1970’s
as the primary Lake Delhi lobbying effort that
when her parents owned a cabin here.
obtained $5 Million in State Funding and created
Some past involvements include:
the opportunity for $3 Million of County Funding, while getting 3 State legislative bills passed
 Lake Delhi Recreation Association board member
making our $6 Million local bond and State fund Lake District Trustee
ing and permitting possible, and 3 to 7 Trustees.
 Maquoketa River Water Quality Team
·
Conceived
and Co-founded the Community Fund to
 Lake Delhi Fish & Game Club
Rebuild Lake Delhi which has raised $1.7 Million
 Christmas on the River
to-date for the rebuild of Lake Delhi.
 Fireworks
· Co-authored the Lake Delhi Economic Impact Study
 Delhi Lions
 Delhi Fire Department
which was used as a primary reference resource
in order to obtain State and County Funding.
What is your short term and long term goals of Lake
· Participated in every Lake Bed Cleanup event held
Delhi?
since the breach of the dam
My short term goal is to continue to work as a District
· Participated on the Governor’s Task Force repreTrustee to restore the lake as soon as possible, and long
senting Lake Delhi that was created by Iowa Govterm is to ensure that the character and environment of
ernor Culver
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Todd Gifford –continued:
- Developed the Lake Delhi Wastewater system database and entered all of the data collected for submission to Delaware County and the DNR
· Attended and participated in countless Lake Delhi
meetings with Taxing District Trustees, LDRA,
Community Fund to Rebuild Lake Delhi, Fund Raising events, State Legislators, County Officials, Property owners, Communicating with Businesses, Farmers, and surrounding city/town officials.
- Business Owner for 18 years
What is your short term and long term goals of Lake
Delhi?
Short Term Goals: Move through and overcome all regulatory and permitting hurdles that are in between now and actually rebuilding of the dam – as quickly as possible. This
requires vision, tremendous action, negotiation skills, persistence, project management skills, and excellent communication skills, which I believe I possess to work effectively
on your behalf. Getting the dam rebuilt quickly is my short
term goal. The dam reconstruction needs to begin as soon as
possible regardless of the obstacles that exist, and we need
to push through any barriers in front of us to make this happen. I am uniquely qualified to help make that happen.
Long Term Goals: Sustainability of a high quality recreational and wonderful lake environment is my long term
goal. By sustainability I mean: (a) financially sustainable –
ensuring that we have a solid long term financial plan for
Lake Delhi, and (b) sustained usability – which means ensuring the lake has pristine clean water, fantastic fishing and
wildlife, boat navigatability everywhere boating should be
able to be done, impeccable Dam operations, and positive
relationships with State, County, and greater area officials
and agencies as well as property owners.
What will you do as a Trustee to encourage these goals?
I will do my very best to bring vision, ideas, action, and results as a Trustee on your behalf. I look forward to working
on the Trustee team as someone who can listen to others,
provide valuable ideas, and take action and implement. I
think I have demonstrated these qualities with the many volunteer commitments I have made up to this point. As an
example, I conceived the idea and vision for the new Lake
Delhi Voice newsletter from the Trustees as another way to
communicate and inform — but also to inspire and educate.
Any additional information you would like voters to
know about you that were not covered in previous questions?
I have a tremendous love and passion for Lake Delhi, which

is why I have invested and continue to invest so much
time and energy into it. Lake Delhi is an extremely important place to many people, and it deserves my time
and energy to get it back and make it great.
Contact information you would like to share with
voters so that they can reach you to ask questions:
Email address: tgifford@dee-inc.com
Phone Number: 319-651-6688

Rich Hughes
Lake Delhi Neighborhood:
Hartwick West
Why do you want to get
elected to be a Trustee?
My experiences would bring
a fresh perspective into the
current trustee board. And to
be a voice for all property
owners.
What experience’s or background do you have that
residents should know about? i.e.; number of years
on the lake, organizations and issues you’ve been involved with in the past.
Currently in my 3rd year on the Lake Delhi Recreation
Association. Lead organizer of the Lake Delhi Annual
Golf Outing for 5 years. Charter member of Eagles Club
Monticello, IA. For my company; Hughes Advanced
Industrial Services I have negotiated purchases and sales
of other companies, properties, and large contracts. I
feel my numerous business experiences would help me
be a good negotiator with federal, state, local officials,
and property owners.
What is your short term and long term goals of Lake
Delhi?
My short term goal would be to negotiate aggressively,
yet amicably with the agencies necessary to acquire the
permits and start the rebuild. Long term goals would be
to maintain the lake through water quality, shoreline
maintenance, and dredging.
What will you do as a Trustee to encourage these
goals?
I would like to get down to business and negotiate directly with the officials and agencies holding up our permits so we may start the rebuild A.S.A.P! Less politics,
more down to business negotiations. (ne-go-ti-ate) to
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Rich Hughes– continued:
confer or dicuss with a view to reaching an agreement.
Any additional information you would like voters to
know about you that were not covered in previous
questions?
I’ve been enjoying Lake Delhi since the mid 1980’s. I’d
always hoped to live here one day. My wife and I met
right here on Lake Delhi. My family has enjoyed the
beauty of the lake which gives me great motivation in
the restoration of the dam.
Contact information you would like to share with
voters so that they can reach you to ask questions:
Email address: rsatais@yahoo.com

David Spaw
Why do you want to get elected to
be a Trustee?
I am asking for your vote on July 16
for Trustee of The Lake Delhi Taxing
District. As many of you know, being a trustee requires a lot of time and
effort, especially in the last several
years. I have always been a doer and
not watcher, and I accept these duties.
With the water gone, I have time to
devote to The Lake Delhi Taxing District as Trustee.
What experience’s or background do you have that
residents should know about? i.e.; number of years
on the lake, organizations and issues you’ve been involved with in the past.
I have enjoyed Lake Delhi for 37 years beginning in
1976 at my family’s weekend cabin. In 1996 I bought
my own home on the lake in Delhi Lakeview Estates
(Camp-O) and became a full time resident. I hope to be
a part of the Lake Delhi Community for years to come.
My qualifications include:
Employed at Hartwick Marina in sales, currently as
needed until the water is back
Substitute Teacher, Maquoketa Valley Schools
Owner, Spaw Services, construction and business
services
Volunteer for The Community Fund to Rebuild
Lake Delhi. Attended planning meetings,
Worked on selling raffle tickets and displaying
the pontoon at various events, helped with setting up for community meetings, helped with
distributing commemorative items to those who

made qualifying donations and helped with the temporary wall of fame at Hartwick Marina
Was part of the volunteers that went to the state
capitol and served lunch to the state representatives and to inform them about Lake Delhi
Current Member, Hartwick Huskys Waterski Club
19 years; Board of Directors 13 years, Assistant
Show Director 3 years, Show Director 4 years,
Treasurer 5 years , Skier and Announcer
Member of Lake Delhi Recreation Association
Graduated from The University of Iowa and received a degree of Bachelor of Business Administration with a Major in Marketing and a Minor
in Communications
What is your short term and long term goals of Lake
Delhi?
As trustee my short term goal is to aid in getting our water back #1. I will take time to Identify current and future problems that hinder the progress of rebuilding the
dam. Once the problems have been identified we can
develop proactive plans and execute them
My long term goal is to identify Current and long term
opportunities for Lake Delhi. By doing this we can build
a solid future for our new Lake Delhi government, while
retaining our long established Lake Delhi traditions and
values. I believe there are many opportunities that are
out there that we now qualify for. It all takes time that I
have.
Any additional information you would like voters to
know about you that were not covered in previous
questions?
I look forward to discuss with you to address your questions and concerns about Lake Delhi or to just talk about
your experience, old or new about Lake Delhi.
Contact information you would like to share with
voters so that they can reach you to ask questions:
Phone: 563-920-3047 or Email: spawdav@yahoo.com

David Fry
Lake Delhi Neighborhood:
Hartwick West
Why do you want to get elected to
be a Trustee? From the time the
damn was breached, I have had the
desire to work to rebuild this lake to
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David Fry continued:
the great place it has been for me and my family. I have
been extremely involved in most aspects of the process we
have been through so far. We have been presented so
many challenges along the way, but with hard work, intelligent solutions/approaches, and perseverance, we have
overcome them all. Our future success hinges on the decisions the Trustees will make in the future. I feel I am extremely informed on the issues, passionate about the future of Lake Delhi, and well qualified (based on my experience) to be a key part of the leadership team that will
determine the future of this community. Now is a crucial
time to have Trustees that are committed to not only attend meetings, but put significant effort into the rebuilding
process. I have shown that ability and feel I can serve a
vital role as Trustee of the Taxing District.
What experience’s or background do you have that
residents should know about? i.e.; number of years on
the lake, organizations and issues you’ve been involved
with in the past.
I have been on the Lake for over 20 years as a part-time
resident. This summer I am moving to Lake Delhi and
will be a full time resident. I have been a LEADER in:
Governor’s Task Force, Community Fund to Rebuild
Lake Delhi, Lake Delhi Watershed Committee, and also
currently serving as the lead authorized FEMA representative on behalf of the Trustees. I have been extremely involved in most of our successes for the rebuilding process.
Those successes include: passing legislation for changes
to the taxing district regulations allowing us to issue General Obligation Bonds, state funding for engineering studies and 5 Million in rebuilding funds, County Supervisor
commitment of 3 Million to rebuild, private fund raising
with the Community Fund to Rebuild Lake Delhi, as well
as the 6 Million dollar bond issue the pasted with a “state
record” approval levels.
What is your short term and long term goals of Lake
Delhi?
I, like most people on the lake, am very frustrated with the
lack of any visible progress towards “starting the work”
and “moving dirt” to get this dam rebuilt and the healing
process started for our community and the general public
good. My short-term goal is to get the rebuilding process
started as quickly as possible using as much creativity,
problem solving, intelligence and “get it done” attitude as
humanly possible. My long-term goals for the lake include
creating an fiscally responsible financial outlook for the
taxing district, while managing significant issues like

water quality, siltation management, dredging, public
access, etc.
What will you do as a Trustee to encourage these
goals?
I think my record speaks for itself. I will be very active
in the process of Leading the Lake to address all of these
issues and goals. I feel you have to be committed, willing to get your hands dirty, have a passion for what you
do, able to problem solve issues with “out of box” ideas,
have the desire to lead and succeed, and be able to work
with (and assemble teams) of people with talents that
can address the issues. I also think there needs to be better communicate with our community to keep everyone
informed and up to date on the issues we face and progress we make or don’t make.
Any additional information you would like voters to
know about you that were not covered in previous
questions?
I think that voters need to understand that we continue
to have hurdles placed in front of us as we move forward to rebuild Lake Delhi Dam and restore the Lake.
WE MUST HAVE trustees that are willing to LEAD,
have shown they are DEDICATED, and have the
SKILLS to rebuild the dam, restore the lake, and heal
our community. It is critically important that everyone
vote for the candidate they feel will LEAD us forward.
This election is as important as any in the past. We have
to push forward to achieve success and not willing to
settle for anything less. PLEASE VOTE!
Contact information you would like to share with
voters so that they can reach you to ask questions:
Email address: dfry@iowadriveins.com
Phone Number: 319-361-9805

How About a Red,
White, and Blue
Strawberry Patriot
Shortcake Recipe?
Great desert recipe for serving at your 4th of July celebration. Easy to make —
here are the recipe ingredients
and directions that makes 1 9x13 inch cake. INGREDIENTS: 1 (18.25 ounce) package yellow cake mix; 1 (8
ounce) container frozen whipped topping, thawed; 1 pint
blueberries, rinsed and drained; 2 pints fresh
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strawberries, rinsed and sliced.
EASY DIRECTIONS: STEP 1. Prepare cake according
to package directions and bake in a 9x13 inch pan. Cool
completely. STEP 2. Frost cake with whipped topping.
Place blueberries in a square in the corner, and arrange
sliced strawberries as stripes to make an American flag.
Chill until serving. Enjoy!!!!!

Cool Lake Delhi Shirts, Sweatshirts
Available for Purchase
A large variety of Lake Delhi T-Shirts, Sweatshirts, Polo
shirts for men and women, Fleece jackets, and hats are
available for purchase in all sizes. All proceeds go to the
Community Fund to Rebuild Lake Delhi. See the order
form on the last page of the newsletter. Instructions are
on the order form, as well as contact information if you
have any questions. Wear or Gift Lake Delhi apparel for
a great cause!

See if You Can Work Your Way
Through The Maze!

SUDOKU !
Fill in the blank squares so that each row, each column,
and each 3-by-3 block contain all of the digits 1 thru 9.
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Timeline of Events referenced on Page 1:

2011

2012

2013

Lake Delhi Shirt/Apparel Order Form
All Proceeds Go to: The Community Fund to Rebuild Lake Delhi

Item
Lake Delhi Hooded Sweatshirt
Lake Delhi Hooded Sweatshirt
2XL+
Lake Delhi Regular Sweatshirt
Lake Delhi Regular Sweatshirt
2XL+
Lake Delhi Ladies White T-Shirt
Lake Delhi Ladies Heather T-Shirt
I Gave a DAM T-Shirt or Dam-Just
Build It T-Shirt – White
I Gave a DAM T-Shirt or Dam-Just
Build It T-Shirt – Gray
Lake Delhi Polo Shirt – Ladies Style
Lake Delhi Polo Shirt – Reg Style
Lake Delhi Fleece Jacket
Lake Delhi Cap
Lake Delhi Cap
Lake Delhi Cap
Lake Delhi Visor

Color

Price

Size

Order
Qty

Ext $
Amoun
t

$30
$35
$20
$25
White
Heather
White

$15
$15
$15

Gray

$15

Yellow
Navy
Black
Gold/Black
Navy/White
Royal Blue

$30
$30
$40
$15
$15
$15
$10
Total $:

Name: ______________________________________________________
Address: _______________________________________________________________________
Mail Form and Check Payment to:
Community Fund to Rebuild Lake Delhi
712A Third St.
Delhi, IA 52223
If you have any questions, please contact Laurie Kramer at (563) 920-9863 or Todd Gifford at 319-651-6688

